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Abstract
North African climate is analyzed between 1979 and 2010 with an emphasis on August
using the European Center for Medium Range Weather Forecast (ECMWF) global dataset to
investigate the effects of the subtropical anticyclones over North Africa and the Arabian
Peninsula on the Africa easterly jet (AEJ). It was found that the AEJ encloses a core with a local
wind maximum (LWM) in both West and East Africa, in which the west LWM core has a higher
zonal wind speed. The strength of both cores is distinctly different by way of thermal wind
balance.
The variability of these synoptic weather features is higher in East Africa. The most
noticeable variability of intensity occurred with easterly waves. Maintenance of easterly waves
from the Arabian Peninsula into East Africa is dependent on strong zonal gradients from the
AEJ. These zonal gradients were induced by the strengthening of the subtropical highs and the
presence of a westerly jet in Central Africa and south of the Arabian Peninsula. During positive
ENSO periods, these systems are generally weaker while in negative periods are stronger.
The origins of an intense African easterly wave (AEW) and mesoscale convective system
(MCS) in August 2004 (A04) were traced back to the southern Arabian Peninsula, Asir
Mountains, and Ethiopian Highlands using gridded satellite (GridSat) data, ERA-I, and the
WRF-ARW model. A vorticity budget was developed to investigate the dynamics and
mechanisms that contribute to the formation of A04’s vorticity perturbation.
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction
Weather and climate over North Africa have been studied extensively to understand the
impacts of synoptic systems, such as subtropical highs or anticyclones, African easterly waves,
and their climate variability, on the environment, such as African easterly jets and tropical
cyclones. In this dissertation, we will investigate (a) effects of the subtropical anticyclones on
the African easterly jet, (b) variability of the of the subtropical highs, African easterly jet and
easterly wave intensities, and (c) formation of African easterly waves and mesoscale convective
system by making climate and synoptic data analyses and numerical simulations using a
numerical model.
1.1 Effects of the Subtropical Anticyclones on the African Easterly Jet
The African easterly jet (AEJ) is a synoptic feature over North Africa, which is a
localized wind maximum embedded in an easterly wind flow in the mid-troposphere at 600 mb.
Several questions regarding the roles played by the AEJ contributing to North African climate
and weather have been raised in the past. A number of studies have been devoted to achieving a
better understanding of the formation and maintenance of the AEJ, but most of the research has
been done in West Africa. For example, Cook (1999) examined the dynamics of the AEJ while
Thorncroft and Blackburn (1999) and Chen (2005) investigated the maintenance of the AEJ.
Very few studies of AEJ are focused on East Africa, which is the focus of this study.
Dezfuli and Nicholson (2010) investigated the structure of the AEJ over a 56-year period
and examined a second wind maximum of the AEJ located in East Africa around 20°E, whose
amplitude varies per year for the month of August. A careful inspection of the 56-year long
mean of the AEJ in Fig. 1 from Dezfuli and Nicholson (2010) reveals that a second maximum
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exists further east of 30°E; however, the authors noted that a second maximum does not exist
from the long term mean of the AEJ. In contrast, Cook (1999) did a comparison of the European
Centre Medium-Range Weather Forecast 40-Year Reanalysis (ERA-40) (Uppala et al. 2005) and
National Center of Environmental Prediction (NCEP) reanalysis (Kalnay et al. 1996) data
analyzing the AEJ and there was a second wind maximum located around 40°E in the ERA-40
data, but the author did not address the second wind maximum.
The AEJ is located between dry Saharan (20°N – 35°N) and moist tropical (5°N – 20°N)
regions. The AEJ lies between 600 and 700 mb and exists as a result of the positive meridional
temperature gradient (Cook 1999, Thorncroft and Blackburn 1999, Parker et al. 2005, Cornforth
et al. 2009). Grist et al. (2002) observed the mean speed of the LWMW for the month of August
to be 10 to 12 m s-1. Another observation was from the Jet2000 project (Thorncroft et al., 2003)
that examined the LWMW to have a much stronger zonal speed of 21 m s-1, which was higher
than the climatological average value of 15 m s−1 (e.g., Reed et al., 1977). Dezfuli and Nicholson
(2010) observed the LWMW to have a mean speed of 13.5 m s-1 and the LWME to have a mean
speed of 12.7 m s-1.
The North African climate during summer includes synoptic features that influence the
AEJ patterns on the continent, which consist of the Tropical Easterly Jet (TEJ) in the upper
troposphere, the Saharan high in the mid-troposphere, Saharan thermal low in the lower
troposphere, and the Inter Tropical Convergence Zone (ITCZ) (Wu et al. 2009). There is also a
low-level convergence zone located at 20°N in North Africa, which is also known as the
Intertropical Front (ITF). The maximum vertical motion associated with the ITF is tilted toward
the south with height into the mid-troposphere between 10°N and 15°N, which is collocated with
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the ascending branch of the Hadley Cell. The location of the Hadley Cell ascending branch is
where the highest rainfall occurs and is often referred to as the ITCZ.
Warm temperatures dominate the continent causing a rather unstable atmosphere. The
cooler temperatures in the tropical region are a result of temperature advection from the Gulf of
Guinea due to the African monsoon westerlies. Northward flow onto the continent across the
Guinean coast curves eastward to form the equatorward section of cyclonic flow about a thermal
low centered over Saharan Africa (Cook 1999, Lavaysse 2009). The Saharan thermal low effects
the troposphere from the surface up to about 600 mb and can be found along the ITF where
buoyancy produces vertical motion forcing warm air into the mid-atmosphere and causing
convergence at lower levels (Wu et al., 2009). The low-level convergence and upper-level
divergence over the continent constitute a secondary circulation that concentrates cyclonic
vorticity at the lower levels and anticyclonic vorticity at the upper levels (Holton 2004, Lavaysse
2010).
Chen (2005) described the role that the Saharan high plays on the LWMW intensity by
observing the circulation patterns over Africa. The lower-tropospheric monsoon southerly flow
over West Africa is established by the lower branch of the Hadley circulation. The TEJ in the
upper troposphere is located aloft over the upward branch of the Hadley circulation, while the
LWMW is placed over the downward branch of the Saharan circulation. The upward (hot)
vertical motion driven by the thermal low heating and the downward (cold) branch of the Indian
monsoon form a strong divergence center. The link between the upper and lower tropospheric
circulation over North Africa can be established through this divergence center. The Saharan
high covers most of North Africa between 20°W and 20°E.
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1.2 Variability of the Subtropical Highs, African Easterly Jet and Easterly Wave Intensities
Over North Africa and Arabian Peninsula, there exist several synoptic systems that
influence weather patterns in late summer significantly, such as Saharan and Arabian highs, the
African easterly jet (AEJ), and easterly waves over Arabia and African easterly waves (AEWs)
in mid-troposphere, such as 600 mb. In particular, during the month of August, North Africa has
been observed to be very active with easterly waves along with an unstable mid-tropospheric jet.
In addition, North Africa experiences its most active month for precipitation in August.
Spinks et al. (2014) investigated the AEJ and local wind maxima in West (LWMW) and
East (LWME) Africa, respectively, to the Saharan and Arabian highs. In their study, an analysis
of the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts Intermediate Reanalysis (ERAInterim) at 0.75° for the month of August over 32 years (1979-2010) was carried out to compare
the differences of the AEJ’s maintenance and formation associated with LWMW and LWME. In
this research, we plan to extend the study of Spinks et al. (2014) to investigate the yearly
variability of AEJ, LWMs, easterly waves and AEWs in their intensities over North Africa and
the Arabian Peninsula during the same period. The sensitivities of these features to El NinoSouthern Oscillation (ENSO) will be studied. Points of interest include displacements of the
LWMs and anticyclonic systems, structure of the AEJ, and relative vorticity intensities.
The subtropical high pressure system over North Africa and the Arabian Peninsula has
been investigated in previous studies to show its relationship with the AEJ. Chen (2005)
described the formation and maintenance of the Saharan high through divergent fields of velocity
potential. It was shown that the divergent center was formed from east-west differential heating
by thermal low heating (hot) and downward (cold) branch of the Indian Monsoon. Similar
procedure was performed by Spink et al. (2014) for the Arabian high. With the usage of a higher
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spatial resolution data set, two divergent centers were illustrated respectively for the Saharan and
Arabian highs. In particular, the divergent center over Arabia was more intense due to the higher
temperatures and colder sinking air from the upper troposphere.
It is well known that the AEJ is formed through baroclinicity (Cook 1999, Thorncroft and
Blackburn 1999, Cornforth et al. 2009, Wu 2009), but the existence of the LWMs within the AEJ
are from the meridionally induced pressure gradient from the anticyclonic centers of the Saharan
high and Arabian high. The Arabian high serves as a maintenance mechanism for the LWME,
which in turn, aids easterly waves propagating from a genesis area located between 45°E and
55°E along the southern coast of the Arabian Peninsula into East Africa (Lin et al. 2013). This
genesis area of vorticity is induced by the convergence of northerly winds and southerly winds
from the Indian Ocean highs (Rao 2003).
The ENSO (Bjerknes 1969, Philander 1990) index will also be used in this research. In
order to further understand the variability of the AEJ to African climate; it is necessary to
investigate how ENSO affects changes in Africa. Hulme et al. (2001) noted that ENSO is a
possible key driver on potential African climate variability. Kruger and Shongwe (2004)
examined whether ENSO had any effects on the inclination in temperature, in particular for the
late austral summer period. They concluded that increases in late summer temperatures are not
forced by the occurrence of ENSO and Non-ENSO events (Collins 2011). Semazzi and Indeje el
al. (1999) presented how ENSO affects the rainfall variability in East Africa, in which they
concluded that ENSO plays a significant role in determining the monthly seasonal rainfall
patterns in the East African region. Collins (2011) investigated the temperature variability over
Africa with comparisons to the ENSO index and concluded that in June, July, and August one
can observe warming throughout the whole continent. Chen (2005) suggested the North African
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climate systems may well be established through the effects of ENSO on the Asian monsoon’s
east-west circulation and in turn on the Saharan high.
1.3 Formation of an African Easterly Wave and Mesoscale Convective System
An easterly wave is a migratory wavelike disturbance of the tropical easterlies within a
broad easterly current and moves from east to west, generally more slowly than the current in
which it is embedded (Glickman 2000). Best described in terms of its wavelike characteristics in
the wind field, it also consists of a weak trough of low pressure. To the west of the trough line in
an easterly wave over the ocean, there is generally found divergence, a shallow moist layer, and
exceptionally fine weather. The moist layer rises rapidly near the trough line; in and to the east of
the trough line intense convergence, much cloudiness, and heavy rain showers prevail. This
asymmetric weather pattern may be greatly distorted by orographic and diurnal influences if the
wave passes over land areas. Thus, African easterly waves (AEW) may be defined as easterly
waves observed over North Africa. Observational analyses indicated that AEWs possess the
following basic characteristics (Reed et al., 1977; Burpee, 1974; Chen, 2006): (1) a propagation
speed of 7 – 9 ms-1, (2) a wavelength of ~2000 – 4000 km, and (3) propagating along the rainy
zone and to the south of the African easterly jet (AEJ) around 10oN (AEWs) or along the Saharan
thermal low near 20oN (AEWn).
Several mechanisms have been proposed for the formation of AEWs in previous studies:
(1) Charney-Stern (1962) barotropic-baroclinic instability (Burpee 1972, Chen 2006), which is
more relevant to AEWss (South) (Rennick 1976; Mass 1979; Kwon 1989; Thorncroft and
Hoskins 1994a; (2) baroclinic instability (Chang 1993; Thorncroft 1995) which is more relevant
to AEWns (North). Also included is the proclaimed African Easterly Jet (AEJ) instability (e.g.,
Simmons 1977; Thorncroft and Hoskins 1994a, b; Grist et al., 2002), which is assisted by the
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baroclinicity associated with the Sahara Desert; (3) latent heating (e.g., Hsieh & Cook 2005,
2007; Thorncroft et al., 2008); and (4) orographic forcing (Mozer & Zehnder 1996; Lin et al.,
2005). In later work for pre-Debby (2006) AEW-MCS (Lin et. al 2013), it was found that an
interaction between northerly Shamal wind and southerly wind from the India Ocean anticyclone
could generate cyclonic vorticity over the southern Arabian Peninsula.
AEWs are often associated with mesoscale convective systems (MCS) while they travel
westward across the African continent (e.g., Payne & McGarry, 1977; Laing & Fritsch, 1993;
Fink & Reiner, 2003). This helps alter convection and rainfall over the African continent on a
daily basis (e.g., Carlson, 1969) and makes AEWs detectable from satellite imagery. MCSs tend
to occur in preferred regions of AEWs: at or ahead of the AEW trough in the vicinity of the
intertropical convergence zone (ITCZ), and collocated with the trough over the ocean. Hill and
Lin (2003) and Lin et al. 2005, back-tracked the pre-Alberto AEW-MCS (2000) precursor to the
Ethiopian Highlands, while Berry and Thorncroft (2005, 2008) and Mekonnen et al. (2006)
found that the Darfur Mountains are particularly important for providing convective precursors
that propagate westward and trigger AEWs downstream.
Hodges and Thorncroft (1997) statistically showed that northern Africa could be divided
into areas of genesis or lysis regions for growing or dissipating convection, respectively. They
tracked several MCSs across northern Africa using the coldest cloud-top temperatures and then
the areas were averaged into the appropriate convective regions for genesis or lysis. Other
studies have also shown that most MCSs formed in baroclinic zones and downstream of
mountain ranges (Laing & Fritsch, 1993), such as the case over northern Africa during the
Northern Hemisphere summer months.
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An easterly wave was traced back to a vorticity genesis region identified by Lin et al.
(2013). This region is located over the southern Arabian Peninsula and was investigated to see
formation and evolution of the pre-Debby AEW-MCS. For this study, we will concentrate on
the origin of a coupled AEW-MCS in August of 2004 (denoted as A04, hereafter) while taking a
similar approach that was used to explain vorticity generation in Lin et al. (2013). The preMCS/convective clusters and pre-AEW/vorticity perturbation associated with A04 will be
examined to understand the mechanisms that generate these systems. It has been observed that
mountains in East Africa and the Arabian Peninsula may generate vorticity and MCSs, especially
during diurnal cycles (Hill and Lin 2003). This study focus will on the wind and vorticity fields
along with convection to identify A04’s origins and the mechanisms that generate vorticity
perturbations.
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CHAPTER 2
Effects of the Subtropical Anticyclones over North Africa and Arabian Peninsula on the
African Easterly Jet
2.1 Statement of Problem
In this study we will address the AEJ and its two wind maximums over East Africa, West
North Africa and the Arabian Peninsula for 32 years of August between 1979 and 2010 with case
study of 2006. We will also explore the dynamics of the Saharan and Arabian highs, and why
the East Local Wind Maximum (denoted as LWME hereafter) is weaker than the West LWM
(denoted as LWMW hereafter). August was chosen because it is the peak rainfall month over
East Africa.
2.2 Data and Methodology
Over the years, climatological analyses of the AEJ were carried out using global model
data with relatively low spatial resolutions. Cook (1999) investigated the AEJ and its formation
using the NCEP reanalysis data for the month of July between 1957 and 1996. This dataset
consists of a resolution of 2.5° x 2.5° globally. Chen (2005) used the NCEP reanalysis data for
June, July, and August between 1979 and 2002 to study the AEJ in relation to the Saharan high.
Chen (2006) also used the ERA-40 dataset with a 2.5° x 2.5° global grid for the summer months
of June, July, August, and September between 1991 and 2000 to examine African easterly waves
(AEWs), the AEJ, and Saharan high. Dezfuli and Nicholson (2010) analyzed the AEJ using the
NCEP reanalysis dataset for the month of August between 1948 and 2003 on a monthly time
scale.
In this study, we will use the ECMWF-Interim (ERA-I) reanalysis data with a spatial
resolution of 0.75° x 0.75° global for the month of August between 1979 and 2010 (Dee et al.
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2011). The investigation of the AEJ structure and intensity from previous studies that used the
NCEP reanalysis or the ERA-40 may vary from this research. Limitations of the NCEP data and
ERA-40 would include their lower spatial resolution and the discrepancies of the AEJ intensity.
Figure 2.1 illustrates the LWME at 600 mb from various datasets to confirm consistency
in this feature. The ERA-I and Climate Forecasting System Reanalysis version 1 (CFSR) at 0.3°
(Saha et al. 2006) show a clear depiction of the LWME in East Africa (Figure 2.1a and c) for the
month of August between 1979 and 2010. There is an indication of a very small and weak
LWME in the ERA-40 (Figure 2.1b) and NCEP reanalysis (Figure 2.1d) datasets. The little
resolve of the LWME from these respected datasets is due to the size of the LWME. Based on the
ERA-I and CFSR, the LWME is about 10° (~1100 km) in length and 3° in width. With the
spatial resolution of the ERA-40 and NCEP reanalysis being 2.5°, this would leave about 4 grid
points for the ERA-40 and NCEP reanalysis to resolve the LWME. The LWME is prominent in
all of the presented datasets at 550 and 500 mb (not shown).
2.3 Results
2.3.1 Synoptic Features and Circulation over North Africa. To explore the circulation
of subtropical anticyclones, we use streamfunction as a diagnostic variable. For the month of
August between 1979 and 2010, the major atmospheric features are depicted in Figure 2.2. As
seen in Figure 2.2a, the TEJ axis is located on the southern rim of the Tibetan high with the TEJ
intensity decreasing from east to west. The maximum intensity of the TEJ is located to the south
of the Tibetan anticyclone center and extends into the southwestern Arabian Peninsula and East
Africa.
At 600 mb (Figure 2.2b), two high pressure systems are shown: the Saharan high around
(10°W, 25°N) and the other is the Arabian high around (40°E, 25°N). The AEJ axis is located to
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the south of the anticyclonic circulations around (17°W-45°E, 10°N-20°N). The intensity of the
LWME at (35°E, 15°N) has a zonal wind speed average of -9.81 m s-1 and the intensity of the

Figure 2.1. The 600 mb zonal wind is depicted to show the local wind maximum east (black
circle) in different datasets. The shade is for easterly winds every 1 m s-1, the contours are
easterly winds every 3 m s-1, and the stippling indicates grid spacing of respected dataset for
westerly winds, (a) the European Centre Medium-Range Weather Forecast Intermediate
reanalysis on a 0.75° grid with zonal averages for the month of August between 1979 and 2010,
(b) the European Centre Medium-Range Weather Forecast 40-Year reanalysis on a 2.5° grid with
zonal averages for the month August between 1958 and 2002, (c) the Climate Forecasting
System (version 1) reanalysis on a 0.3° grid with zonal averages for the month of August
between 1948 and 2010, and (d) the National Center of Environmental Prediction reanalysis on a
2.5° grid with zonal averages for the month of August between 1979 and 2010.
LWMW at (17°W, 18°N) has a zonal wind speed average of -13.41 m s-1. Note that the
LWMW and Saharan high are much stronger than the corresponding LWME and Arabian high.
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Figure 2.2. August 32-year (1979 – 2010) average of (a) 200 mb streamfunction (ψ) (x 106 m2 s1

) contoured every 2 m2 s-1 and zonal velocity shaded every 6 m s-1, (b) 600 mb streamfunction

contoured every 2 m2 s-1 and zonal velocity shaded every 3 m s-1, and, (c) 925 mb streamfunction
contoured every 2 m2 s-1 and averaged 925-825 mb vertical velocity (3x103 Pa s-1) shaded every
10 Pa s-1.
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At 925 mb, two major anticyclonic systems are located over the Atlantic and Indian
Oceans. In Figure 2.2c, the ITF can be depicted using upward motion (-ω<0) where there is
strong baroclinicity along the convergence zone. Across North Africa at 20°N, the converging
winds from the Guinea Monsoon and the northerly Harmattan flow are effects from the
generation of the Saharan thermal low (15°W, 20°N). Several intense upward motion regions
exist across North Africa as part of the ITF heating. There is a strong vertical motion on the lee
side of the Darfur Mountains around (20°E, 20°N), on the lee side of the northern most part of
the Ethiopian Highlands around (35°E, 20°N), and another over the Asir Mountains around
(43°E, 20°N). The intense vertical motion over the Arabian Peninsula is associated with the
Arabian thermal low.
Exploring the east-west circulation will provide insight on how the anticyclonic systems
are maintained. The streamlines on a zonal and meridional vertical cross section of North Africa
depicts the east-west circulation (Figure 2.3a) along the ITF approximately 20°N, the north-south
Hadley Circulation over West Africa (10°W-15°W) (Figure 2.3b), and the north-south Hadley
Circulation over East Africa (35°E -40°E) (Figure 2.3c). The east-west circulation was
computed using the magnitude of zonal winds (u) and negative omega (-ω). Figure 2.3a
illustrates the intense upward motion caused by the Saharan thermal heating and Arabian thermal
heating along the ITF. Warm air is lifted into the mid-troposphere, in which it will converge
with the sinking cooler air from the upper-troposphere. The strong divergence from the vertical
flow can be seen at the mid-troposphere located between 600 and 400 mb in West Africa and
600 to 500 mb in East Africa. This indicates that the Arabian high is shallower in comparison to
the Saharan high. Similar divergent flows can be found on meridional cross sections averaged
between 10°W to 15°W (Figure 2.3b) and 35°E to 40°E (Figure 2.3c). Figure 3b is a vertical
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cross section over the Saharan thermal low and Figure 2.3c is a vertical cross section over the
Arabian thermal low.

Figure 2.3. August 32-year (1979 – 2010) average of (a) zonal vertical cross section at 20°N of u
and -ω (3 x 102 Pa s-1), (b) meridional vertical cross section of v (m s-1) and -ω (3 x 102 Pa s-1)
along 10°W – 15°W and (c) meridional vertical cross section along 35°E – 40°E of v (m s-1) and
-ω (3 x 102 Pa s-1).
Figure 2.3b and c are the magnitude of meridional winds (v) and negative omega (-ω).
The ITCZ is located between the southern Hadley Cell (south of 10°N) and the northern Hadley
Cell (north of 10°N) with divergent flow in the upper troposphere. This is consistent with
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Chen’s (2005) findings on the divergent flow from the northern and southern Hadley Cell
interaction. The cross section in Figure 2.3c reveals similarities of a divergent flow present in
the upper-troposphere. There exists a Hadley Cell to the north and south of the ITCZ in the
eastern African region. The ITF in East Africa starts in the lower troposphere around 20°N, and
then tilts to the south around 12°N in the mid-troposphere where the strongest vertical motions
are located.
To get a better understanding of the flow field across North Africa at 600 mb, the
streamfunction (Figure 2.2b) and velocity potential fields (Figure 2.4) have been compared. The
streamfunction field shows the rotational flow of the Saharan and Arabian highs. Between these
two anticyclones is a trough located around (25°N, 30°E). On the east side of the Saharan and
Arabian highs are strong northerly flows that advect hot and dry air into latitudes lower than
20°N. The velocity potential maxima are located to the southeast of the Sahara Desert center and
south of the Arabian high center (Figure 2.4). These divergent centers are formed and
maintained from the east-west differential heating induced by the upward branch of the Saharan
thermal low and Arabian thermal low heating and cooling from the downward branch of the TEJ,
as shown in Figure 2.3a from the east-west circulation. This east-west differential heating serves
as a maintenance mechanism for the Saharan and Arabian highs.
The divergent center over the Arabian Peninsula is more intense than the divergent center
over central Africa since the temperatures over the Arabian Peninsula are hotter than the Saharan
Desert (Figure 2.5). The Arabian thermal heating influences the northerly “Shamal” wind (e.g.,
Rao 2003, Lin et al. 2013) and is affected by the southwesterly Somali jet (Hurlburt and
Thompson 1979) from northern Indian Ocean. These winds converge on the east side of the Asir
Mountains in the vicinity of the ITCZ. The vertical motion from the Arabian thermal heating is
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just as intense as the vertical motion associated with the Saharan thermal heating, but with the
exception of higher temperatures over the Arabian Peninsula.

Figure 2.4. August 32-year (1979 – 2010) average of 600 mb velocity potential (χ) (106 m2 s-1)
shaded and contoured every -1 m2 s-1 starting at 0 with irrotational wind vectors to show
divergence.
2.3.2 Characteristics and Formation of the LWME and LWMW. Figure 2.6a depicts the
potential vorticity field over North Africa. The intensity of the potential vorticity field increases
from east to west starting around 40°E. This is directly correlated with the growth of the AEJ
and AEWs from the potential vorticity gradient. In Figure 2.6b, the reversal of the meridional
potential temperature gradient can be seen between 600 mb and 500 mb levels for both LWMs.
The AEJ is a response to the surface baroclinicity and reversal of the temperature gradient that
displaces the AEJ in the mid-troposphere (Burpee 1972, Cook 1999, Thorncroft and Blackburn
1999). The negative potential vorticity gradient is also the strongest between 600 and 500 mb.
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The dynamics of this have been well-observed in previous literatures for the LWMW. Similar
dynamical processes hold true for the LWME except that the LWME is displaced at slightly
higher levels around 550 mb, but is still present at 600 mb. This includes the Darfur Mountains
between 20°E and 25°E, the northern portion of the Ethiopian Highlands between 35°E and
40°E, and the Asir Mountains between 43°E and 50°E. The TEJ in the upper atmosphere around
100 mb also exhibits the same dynamics as the AEJ with the negative meridional potential
vorticity gradient and reversal of the meridional potential temperature gradient.

Figure 2.5. August 32-year (1979 – 2010) average of 925 mb temperature (K) shaded every 2 K
and contoured ever 4 K.
In the literature, the anticyclonic systems have been presented using streamfunction to
show circulation. Simply taking the negative meridional gradient of streamfunction (not shown)
will result in zonal wind with near real zonal wind estimations for the AEJ. In this study, we
want to show how close the zonal geostrophic winds are to real zonal wind using the thermal
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wind relationship since understanding of it will help distinguish the differences of the LWME
and the LWMW.

Figure 2.6. August 32-year (1979 – 2010) average of average of (a) 600 mb Ertel’s potential
vorticity (x10-7 K kg-1 m2 s-1) field shaded every 1 K kg-1 m2 s-1 from 1 K kg-1 m2 s-1 to 5 K kg-1
m2 s-1 and contoured every 1 K kg-1 m2 s-1 from 0.5 K kg-1 m2 s-1 to 5.5 K kg-1 m2 s-1, (b) is the
vertical cross section at 16°N of the meridional potential vorticty gradient (shaded), and
meridional potential temperature gradient (K) (contours) with a contour interval of [-1, 0, 1].
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The baroclinicity is strong in West Africa, East Africa and the Arabian Peninsula (Figure
2.7a), but the LWME is weaker and smaller than the LWMW. This raises the question we want to
address: Why is the LWME weaker than the LWMW? We hypothesize that the intensity of the
weak LWME is caused by a weak mid-tropospheric high. Figure 2.7b illustrates the connection
with the geostrophic wind maxima, which are associated with the Saharan high and Arabian high
induced meridional geopotential gradients, respectively. The LWMs are located around 600 and
550 mb directly over the zonal geostrophic maxima in West Africa and East Africa. Since the
Saharan high is more intense and broader than the Arabian high, the Saharan high produces a
much stronger meridional geopotential gradient in West Africa, thus the making the LWMW
stronger than the LWME. The AEJ will be formed at 600 mb with an elongated easterly zonal
geostrophic flow generated from baroclinicity. The presence of the Saharan and Arabian highs
will increase easterly flow to the south of the anticyclonic centers because of the increased
meridional geopotential gradient. This geopotential gradient along with the dominant influence
from baroclinicity helps give the AEJ two distinct zonal maxima in East and West North Africa.
The local easterly zonal wind extends into the Arabian Peninsula along with a strong
meridional temperature gradient, but a weakened meridional geopotential gradient. There is no
LWM present over the Arabian Peninsula region. The AEJ decreases in intensity as a result of
the meridional geopotential gradient decreasing, but the meridional temperature gradient remains
intense across the southern Arabian Peninsula primarily because of the land-sea temperature
contrast.
2.3.3 Case Study for 2006: Evolution of the Anticyclones and LWMs. In the
following, we will be looking at the LWM’s dynamics over a 32-year period for August to a
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smaller time scale for 2006 while highlighting August for a 6 hourly time scale analysis. It is
important to observe evolution of synoptic features to examine when the LWME is formed.

Figure 2.7. August 32-year (1979 – 2010) average of (a) the meridional temperature gradient
(10-4 K) averaged between 1000 to 600 mb shaded every 2 K starting at 0 and meridional
geopotential gradient contoured every 1 gmp starting at 0 and (b) vertical cross section between
14°N and 19°N of geostrophic wind (m s-1) shaded every -2 m s-1 starting at 0 and zonal wind (m
s-1) contoured every 2 m s-1. The terrain is crossed at 16°N.
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Figure 2.8 emphasizes the correlation of the Saharan high/LWMW and Arabian
high/LWME using daily averages for the entire year of 2006. The maximum geopotential and
zonal wind values are calculated for each variable respectively in West Africa and East Africa
into the Arabian Peninsula. The results indicate how the LWMW and LWME intensities are
dependent on the strength of the anticyclonic induced pressure gradient. Figure 2.8a shows
strong positive correlation (.80) of the Saharan high and LWMW. The intensity of the LWMW
fluctuates with the Saharan high intensity. Since the Saharan high and LWMW are present all
year long, the variation of intensity occurs simultaneously. The LWME and Arabian high are not
present all year. The correlation (.70) of the LWME and Arabian high is weak throughout the
year, until May. In Figure 2.8b the LWME has an increase in strength, as well as the Arabian
high during mid-summer and begins to decrease in the fall.
The formation and evolution of the LWME and Arabian high are depicted in the monthly
averages of 2006 using 600 mb zonal winds and streamfunction (Figure 2.9). During the winter
month of January, the sub-tropical high stretches from the Africa to India with a jet maximum
located to the south of each anticyclonic center. Over Africa, the LWMW exists between 5°N
and 10°N with no presence of the LWME in East Africa or Arabian high over the Arabian
Peninsula. In March and April, the Arabian high begins its formation stage.
In May, the Saharan high center is displaced poleward and a secondary anticyclonic
center forms over the Arabian Peninsula along with the LWME, which reaches the mature stage
of the Arabian high. The co-existence of the LWME and Arabian high indicates that both
systems are formed during this time.
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Figure 2.8. 2006 daily averaged curve of maximum zonal wind (m s-1) [thin line] and
geopotential (gmp) [bold line] and for (a) the Saharan high/LWMW and (b) the Arabian
high/LWME.
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Figure 2.9. 2006 monthly averages of 600 mb streamfunction (m2 s-1) contours and zonal wind
(m s-1) shaded every 3 m s-1.
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In June, the Saharan high and LWMW occupies most of North Africa while stretching
into East Africa and part of North Arabia. There is no LWME present during June and July
according to the monthly averages of streamfunction and zonal wind. This is due to the Arabian
high being very weak and unable to produce a geopotential gradient to form the LWME. In
August, a second anticyclonic center develops over the Arabian Peninsula. The development of
the Arabian anticyclonic center induces the LWME by forming from the meridional geopotential
gradient. By October, the Saharan high is weakened along with the LWMW and the Arabian
high is dominant over the Arabian Peninsula.
The Saharan high/LWMW and Arabian high/LWME in August are depicted by a
Hovmoller diagram every 6 hours (Figure 2.10). The latitudinal cross section for geopotential
and zonal wind are based on their location during August 2006 (Figure 2.9). The AEJ is on the
southern rim of the subtropical anticyclones, so the latitudinal cross section of geopotential is at
27°N (Figure 2.10a) and the latitudinal cross section of zonal wind is at 17°N (Figure 2.10b). In
August, the highest geopotential values are located between 20°W and 20°E, which is directly
related to the Saharan high and between 40°E and 50°E, which is directly related to the Arabian
high. In between these highs is a trough that is associated with the sub-tropical westerly jet
stream over the Mediterranean region (Gaetani 2011). Observations from the Hovemoller
diagram of geopotential, the Saharan high shows advection between August 11 and August 21.
The zonal wind in Figure 2.10b can be compared with Figure 2.10a to see the relationship of the
easterly winds and the high pressure systems. On a 6 hourly time scale, the LWMs can
respectively be depicted in the same region of the high pressure systems. Since the Hovmoller
diagram does not consist of any averaging, the LWMs reach zonal magnitudes higher than the
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climate average presented in section 2.3.1. The LWMW has a zonal wind speed of 16 m s-1 or
greater and the LWME has a zonal wind speed of 10 m s-1 or greater.

Figure 2.10. August 2006 Hovmoller diagram of (a) geopotential (gmp) at 27°N shaded between
43600 and 44000 every 100 gmp and contoured between 43000 and 43500 every 100 gmp and
(b) zonal wind (m s-1) at 17°N shaded -16 to 0 every -4 m s-1 and contours for 12 m s-1 and 8 m s1

.
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2.4 Summary and Discussion
The African Easterly Jet was analyzed for the month of August between 1976 and 2010
as well as 2006 as a case study to demonstrate a second maximum core located in East Africa
centered around (15oN, 35oE).

Once this maximum was identified, there was a series of

examinations that explained the dynamical interactions of the LWME and the East African
synoptic circulations. Similar to the LWMW found and discussed in previous studies, the LWME
exhibited very similar mechanisms in formation and maintenance. The LWME is located south
of the Arabian high much like the LWMW located south of the Saharan high. The increased
intensity of the LWMs associated with AEJ is due to the maximum meridional geopotential
gradient from the Saharan and Arabian highs, which causes the AEJ to be mainly geostrophic.
This was explained utilizing the thermal wind relationship to differentiate between the LWM W
and LWME.
The formation and maintenance of the Saharan and Arabian highs were also discussed.
From the east-west circulation, there were two distinct divergence flows in the mid-levels that
were over Africa and the Arabian Peninsula. The upward vertical motion is associated with the
ITF heating in which the Saharan and the Arabian thermal lows are located. The rising of warm
air converges with the sinking cooler air forming divergence centers over Africa and the Arabian
Peninsula. This differential heating from the divergent centers help maintain the anticyclones.
The LWMs and anticyclonic systems were investigated on a smaller spatial time scale for
the year 2006 using monthly averages. The formation and evolution of the Arabian high begins
in March reaching peak intensity in May, August, and October and the LWME is at maximum
intensity during August.
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The presence of the LWME can offer better understanding of rainfall distribution and interactions
with easterly wave maintenance and propagation in East Africa. More research is needed to
understand this interaction, such as high resolution numerical modeling. Climate variability of
the Arabian high and LWME can also be investigated with the El Nino Southern-Oscillation
(ENSO) to determine weather changes over East Africa.
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CHAPTER 3
Variability of the Subtropical Highs, African Easterly Jet and Easterly Wave Intensities
over North Africa and Arabian Peninsula in Late Summer
3.1 Statement of Problem
In this research, we plan to extend the study of Spinks et al. (2014) to investigate the
yearly variability of AEJ, LWMs, easterly waves and AEWs in their intensities over North
Africa and the Arabian Peninsula during the same period. The sensitivities of these features to El
Nino-Southern Oscillation (ENSO) will be studied. Points of interest include displacements of
the LWMs and anticyclonic systems, structure of the AEJ, and relative vorticity intensities.
3.2 Data
In this study we will use the ECMWF-interim reanalysis data with a spatial resolution of
0.75° x 0.75° on a global grid for August between 1979 and 2010 (Dee et al. 2011). With this
data set, the variability and structure of the Saharan and Arabian highs, LWMs, and vorticity
fields can be analyzed with climatological means. The Multivariate ENSO Index (MEI) (Wolter
and Timlin 1987, 1993, 1998, and 2011) will be used to extract values and make composites of
the synoptic situations over Africa for ENSO and Non-ENSO seasons. Unlike other ENSO
indices that use only SST, the MEI, as proposed by the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration (NOAA) Earth System Research Laboratory (ESRL), uses six major observed
variables over the tropical Pacific. These six variables are: sea-level pressure (P), zonal (U) and
meridional (V) components of the surface wind, sea surface temperature (S), surface air
temperature (A), and total cloudiness fraction of the sky (C). In addition, the MEI uses
bimonthly values, so the indices for July-August and August-September were averaged to obtain
the ENSO index for August.
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3.3 Results
3.3.1 Variability of Subtropical Highs, LWMs, and Easterly Waves. At midtroposphere, such as 600 mb, the Saharan and Arabian highs can be depicted with streamfunction
(ψ) to show circulation (Figure 3.1a). To the south of the highs, there exists an AEJ axis with
two embedded LWMs in East and West Africa, respectively, which can be illustrated by the
zonal wind field (Figure 3.1b). Since the easterly waves propagate along the southern side of the
AEJ axis, zeta (ζ) is used to show the relative vorticity intensity over North Africa (Figure 3.1c).
Since the streamfunction and zonal wind fields are used to identify the maxima for the Saharan
and Arabian highs and LWMs, respectively, the mean, variance and displacement for these
maxima can be seen in Tables 1 and 2. To obtain the averages for the subtropical highs and
LWMs, a regional domain in West and East Africa was set up to calculate maximum values.
The Saharan high has a mean streamfunction value of 9.1 m2 s-1 with a variance of 1.9 for
the month of August (Table 1 and Figure 3.1d). Most of the streamfunction variance occurs just
north of the sub-tropical highs and over of the Mediterranean Sea which is associated with a midlevel subtropical jet stream. In the lower latitudes the highest variance can be seen in central
North Africa and over the northern and southern portions of the Arabian Peninsula. On average
the Saharan high is located at (28.4°N, 4.7°W). The longitudinal and latitudinal variances are
8.8° and 2.8°, respectively. The associated LWMW, which is located to the south of the Saharan
high, has a zonal wind speed maximum of -13.5 ms-1 with a variance of 0.9. The highest
variability of the AEJ exists over central North Africa (Table 2 and Figure 3.1e). On average,
the LWMW maximum is located at (16.2°N, 12.3°W). The longitudinal variance of the LWMW
is rather large because of displacement being between 20°W and 0°. Those anomalous years
when the LWMW is around 0° include 1986, 2000, 2002, and 2003. Exclusion of those years, the
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longitudinal variance of the LWMW would decrease to 4.9°. The latitude of the LWMW can
reach as high as 18°N and as low as 13.5°N during August.

Figure 3.1. Averaged 32-year (1979-2010), 600-mb fields for August: a) streamfunction (m2 s-1)
and wind vectors, b) zonal wind (m s-1), c) relative vorticity (s-1) and wind vectors, d)
streamfunction variance, e) zonal wind variance, and f) relative vorticity variance.
The Arabian high has a mean streamfunction value of 0.7 m2 s-1 with a variance of 2.2
(Figure 3.1d) and averaged location at (21.9°N, 38.1°E). The longitudinal and latitudinal
variances are 4.2° and 4.4°, respectively. The associated LWME, which is to the south of the
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Arabian high, has a mean of -9.9 ms-1 with a variance of 1.9 (Table 2 and Figure 3.1e).
Compared to the LWMW, the LWME does not vary as much in the longitudinal (35.7° E, 9.4°)
and latitudinal (13.8° N, 0.8°) directions. The Arabian high and LWME are much smaller in size
and weaker in intensity. The Arabian high and LWME are semi-permanent features in which
Spinks et al. (2014) which investigated the evolution of these systems for the entire year of 2006.
Unlike the Saharan high and LWMW, the Arabian high and LWME are formed in March and are
matured by May. From June through late July, the systems weaken substantially while the
Saharan high dominates most of North Africa, especially in West Africa. In August, the Arabian
high and LWME can be seen in a developing or mature stage where the LWME is intense in East
Africa.
Table 1
August 1979-2010 average and variance of maximum streamfunction values associated with the
Saharan and Arabian high in East and West Africa.
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Table 2
August 32-year (1979-2010) average and variance of maximum zonal winds associated with the
LWMW and LWME.

The significance of the existence of the LWME would aid the propagation and
maintenance of easterly waves coming from the Arabian Peninsula into East Africa. Lin et al.
(2013) explored the genesis of an easterly wave associated with the pre-Tropical Storm Debby
AEW over the Arabian Peninsula. Propagation of this wave is by the easterly wind flow at 600
mb and was enhanced due to orographic forcing from the Ethiopian Highlands and the LWME.
Figure 3.1c depicts the relative vorticity field over Africa and the Arabian Peninsula. This field
only serves as an explanation of averaged easterly wave intensity and does not account for the
number of easterly waves across North Africa. In addition, this relative vorticity region is an
indicator of easterly wave propagation paths south of the AEJ and easterly wind flow. The most
intense region of vorticity can be seen over central Africa between 0° and 10°E. The vorticity
field remains intense into East Africa and decreases slightly into the Arabian Peninsula. There
exists a vorticity maximum at 10°N between 40°E and 50°E, which could be a significant feature
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for a possible wave genesis location. Other features from the vorticity field include the trough
located between the Saharan and Arabian highs and vorticity field on the east quadrant of the
Arabian high. Analyzing the variance in Figure 3.1f depicts the greatest variance of easterly
wave intensities are at 5°W and 10°E to 35°E. Over Arabian Peninsula, the variance associated
with the easterly wave genesis region (15°N, 55°E) is also high for the easterly wave propagation
region.
The Saharan high, Arabian high, meridional geopotential and temperature gradients are
the biggest role players in the intensity of the AEJ and its associated LWMs. By performing a
correlated calculation of the intensities of the LWMs and its associated dynamical processes it
can determine which process has the biggest influence on the intensity. Figure 3.2 is the LWMW
zonal intensities versus the meridional geopotential gradient (Figure 3.2a), meridional
temperature gradient (Figure 3.2b), and streamfunction (Figure 3.2c) between 1979 and 2010 for
the month of August. The correlations between these variables are relatively high which is to be
expected because each variable contributes to the intensity of the LWMW and overall AEJ. The
streamfunction (Saharan high) shows a correlation with the LWMW of r = 0.59, the meridional
geopotential gradient with r = 0.80, and the meridional temperature gradient with r = 0.69. Since
the LWMW is mainly geostrophic it’s not surprising that the meridional geopotential gradient
illustrates the highest correlation. There are also noticeable years where the LWMW is very
strong (LWMW anomaly > 1.0), which includes 1984, 1994, 1998, 2000, 2007, and 2009.
The correlations for the LWME are much higher than the LWMW (Figure 3.3). The
streamfunction shows a correlations of r = 0.80, the meridional geopotential gradient with r =
0.95, and the meridional temperature gradient with r = 0.77. Similar to the LWMW, the
meridional geopotential gradient has the highest correlation to the LWME intensity. Noticeable
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years where the LWME intensity is very strong (LWME > 1.0) includes 1995, 1996, 1998, 1999,
2000, 2001, and 2010. Prior to 1995, the LWME is either neutral in intensity or very weak.
Explanation of this could be due to ENSO. The Arabian high had its strongest year during this
study in 1995 with a positive anomaly of 2.8, which is positively correlated with the LWME
intensity. The two years that stand out most for the AEJ’s varying intensity were the strong
ENSO year in 1997 and Non-ENSO in 1998 for August.

Figure 3.2. Zonal wind maximum intensity (shaded) correlations to (a) meridional geopotential
gradient, (b) meridional temperature gradient, and (c) streamfunction (Saharan high) intensity in
West Africa for August during 1979-2010.
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Figure 3.3. Zonal wind maximum intensity (shaded) correlations to (a) meridional geopotential
gradient, (b) meridional temperature gradient, and (c) streamfunction intensity in East Africa for
August during 1979-2010.
3.3.2 ENSO Composite and Analysis of Subtropical Highs, LWMs, and Easterly
Waves
3.3.2.1 MEI Index. Since the variance has been established in the previous section, it is
important to look into when the subtropical highs, LWMs, and easterly wave intensities are weak
or strong. In other words, we are particularly interested in the effects of ENSO on the intensities
of these synoptic systems. This can be accomplished by using the MEI (Figure 3.4). ENSO
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years are generally represented by the MEI index when it is greater than 0.5 and the Non-ENSO
years are well represented when MEI index less than -0.5. Notable ENSO years (MEI > 1) for
August are 1982, 1986, 1987, 1993, and 1997, while notable Non-ENSO years (MEI < -1)
occurred in 1988 and 2010. Based on the 32 years of observations from the MEI, the ENSO
phase is generally positive for August.

Figure 3.4. Multivariate ENSO Index for August during 1979-2010.
3.3.2.2 ENSO Composites. Figure 3.5 illustrates the ENSO variability of the Saharan
and Arabian high using streamfunction. Results from this composite analysis reveal that these
respected anticyclonic systems strengthen during negative ENSO phases and weakens during
positive ENSO phases. The most noticeable change between phases comes from the Arabian
high, which has a higher variance than the Saharan high at 2.2. The displacement of the
anticyclonic system is slightly higher in latitudes, but not significant in change. The
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strengthening of the Arabian high is also an increase in pressure, which is a direct influence of
the LWME.

Figure 3.5. Composites of streamfunction at 600 mb using the MEI for ENSO: (a) MEI > 0 (all
positive years), (b) MEI > 0.5 (ENSO years), (c) MEI < 0 (all negative years), and (d) MEI < 0.5 (Non-ENSO years).
Figure 3.6 depicts the ENSO composite of the AEJ. Similar to the highs, the AEJ’s
intensity increases (decreases) to negative (positive) ENSO years. The zonal wind speeds of the
LWMW do not vary in intensity much between ENSO years, but the LWME’s higher zonal
variance shows an increase from 8 to 10 m s-1 during extreme ENSO and Non-ENSO years,
respectively. The structure of the AEJ also changes between ENSO years. During extreme
ENSO years, the AEJ is weaker than average (Figure 3.1b) and broader in latitude. The zonal
wind contours show a weaker gradient between 10°N and 15°N. The LWME is present and weak
compared to the averaged intensity. During extreme Non-ENSO years, both LWMs increase in
intensity as well as the overall intensity of the AEJ. The gradient of the zonal winds are strong
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between 10°N and 15°N, mainly due to the presence of the westerly jet into the mid-levels
located at (5°N-10°N, 10°E-20°E). The LWMW expands in size, but there is no significant
change in intensity.

Figure 3.6. Composites of zonal wind at 600 mb using the MEI for ENSO: (a) MEI > 0 (all
positive years), (b) MEI > 0.5 (ENSO years), (c) MEI < 0 (all negative years), and (d) MEI < 0.5 (Non-ENSO years).
The AEJ’s 3 m s-1 zonal wind contour does not extend into the southern Arabian
Peninsula during extreme ENSO seasons (Figure 3.6c), but does during extreme Non-ENSO
seasons (Figure 3.6d). The significance of the zonal wind increase over southern Arabia during
extreme Non-ENSO season means a strong positive zonal gradient ( u / y > 0) will increase
vorticity intensity (   v / x  u / y ). This increase of the zonal gradient during extreme
Non-ENSO years is important for easterly wave propagation over the Arabian Peninsula.
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The relative vorticity composite for ENSO years can be illustrated in Figure 3.7. The
vorticity field (8°N-15°N) shows significance in intensity variability during extreme ENSO and
Non-ENSO years across West Africa, East Africa and the Arabian Peninsula. It is noteworthy
that the intensity of the relative vorticity field does not mean that there is an increase of the
number of easterly waves.

Figure 3.7. Composites of relative vorticity at 600 mb using the MEI for ENSO: (a) MEI > 0 (all
positive years), (b) MEI > 0.5 (ENSO years), (c) MEI < 0 (all negative years), and (d) MEI < 0.5 (Non-ENSO years).
This composite analysis simply illustrates that easterly wave intensity will increase
(decrease) during negative (positive) ENSO years. During extreme ENSO years, the vorticity
field shows a decrease in intensity from the average (Figure 3.1c). The vorticity field over the
Arabian Peninsula shows the most decrease in intensity compared to the average. With the zonal
winds of the AEJ, particularly the 3 m s-1 contour is not present over southern Arabia; easterly
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wave intensity will be inhibited slightly. The vorticity field in East Africa also shows a decrease
in intensity, especially south of the region where the LWME is located.
During extreme Non-ENSO years, the vorticity field increases in intensity significantly
from that average. Vorticity in West Africa is stronger over the Guinea Highlands as well as the
lee side of the mountains. The larger increase in vorticity strengthening is over Central Africa
between 0° and 20°E. This is due to the presence of the westerly jet in mid-levels (Figure 3.4) in
extreme Non-ENSO years. With the subtropical anticyclonic systems strengthening, which
influences the magnitude of the AEJ and the presence of the westerly jet, the vorticity will be
strengthened over Central Africa. The variance from Figure 3.1e and f illustrates the highest
variance to be over Central Africa for the zonal winds and vorticity field. The vorticity field is
also strengthened in East Africa, especially over the region south of the LWME. Into the Arabian
Peninsula the vorticity field shows the increase of vorticity genesis area proposed by Lin et al.
(2013). The positive and negative ENSO years reveal similar variances as the extreme years
except the intensities are slightly lower for the vorticity field.
3.3.2.3 East-West Vertical Circulation Cell. So far in this research it has been
established that during extreme ENSO (Non-ENSO) years the subtropical highs, LWMs, and
vorticity fields decreases (increases) in strength respectively. The vorticity field decrease
(increase) is due to weaker (stronger) zonal gradient of the AEJ. The intensity of the LWMs
decrease (increase) with the weakening (strengthening) of the subtropical highs induced
meridional geopotential gradient. The temperature is accounted for in its relation to AEJ
intensity, but structure and existence of the LWMs are due to the meridional geopotential
gradient since the AEJ is mainly geostrophic. The meridional temperature gradient, i.e. the
baroclinicity, serves the formation mechanism to the AEJ (Thorncroft and Blackburn 1999, Wu
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et al. 2009). Chen (2005) established that the LWMW decreases (increases) with the Saharan
high and Spinks et al. (2014) established that the LWME decreases (increases) with the Arabian
high. The next question is what causes the decrease (increase) in the strength of the subtropical
anticyclonic systems?
The Saharan and Arabian highs are both maintained mainly by the east-west differential
heating. Divergent centers over North Africa and the Arabian Peninsula are produced by the
thermal heating which creates a low near surface and forces the air to rise and converge with the
sinking cooler air from the upper atmosphere. Figure 3.8 illustrates the east-west circulation and
vertical motion field over North African and the Arabian Peninsula along a vertical cross section
of 20°N.

Figure 3.8. Averaged vertical cross section at 20°N of zonal wind and -ω (102 Pa s-1) for August
during 32-year (1979-2010) period.
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The latitude 20°N was chosen because the strongest vertical upward motions in the layer
between 925 and 825 mb were found there based on Fig. 1c from Spinks et al. (2014). The
strongest vertical motions are located over the mountain ranges across North Africa and the
Saharan and Arabian thermal lows. The divergence is seen in the mid-levels, such as in the layer
of 700 to 500 mb. This was also illustrated from the velocity potential field at 600 mb in Chen
(2005) and Spinks et al. (2014) which depicted the divergent centers associated with the strong
convergences of the upward and downward motions. Between 60°E and 70°E, there is a vertical
circulation cell present. This cell’s formation is from the low-level westerlies associated with the
Indian Ocean subtropical high, the intense upward vertical motion associated with the Asian
monsoonal low, the upper-level tropical easterly jet, and the sinking cooler air from the
northerlies over North Africa. The tropical easterly jet is in accelerating phase east of about
75°E where an upward branch of east-west Walker cell is located and in decelerating phase west
of it (Chen 1982, Sathiyamoorthy et al. 2007). This cell formation can be clearly illustrated from
Fig. 1 of Spinks et al. (2014). Our question is: Does the presence of this cell and its associated
east-west circulation patterns have an effect on the intensity of the Saharan and Arabian high
since both systems rely on the east-west differential heating?
It is noticeable from Figure 3.1d-f and Tables 1 and 2 that the highest variability of
intensity from the subtropical highs, AEJ, and relative vorticity occurs in East Africa and Central
Africa. West Africa does not experience the same variation of intensity. The variation of
intensity over East Africa and the Arabian Peninsula can be explained by the presence of the
east-west vertical circulation cell between 60°E and 70°E (Figure 3.9). Analyzing the positive
ENSO years, the east-west circulation cell is no longer present. This is due to the reduced zonal
wind speeds from the tropical easterly jet in the upper atmosphere and the low-level westerlies
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associated with the high in the Indian Ocean. The divergence field associated with the
convergence of vertical motions in the mid-atmosphere does vary as much. Since the winds
coverage over North Africa at 20°N, then the upward vertical motion does not show much
change in intensity variance. Between 25°E and 30°E, there is downward vertical motion that
brings in drier air from the upper atmosphere acting as a wall between the Saharan and Arabian
high.

Figure 3.9. Composites of zonal wind and -ω (102 Pa s-1) using the MEI for ENSO: (a) MEI > 0
(all positive years), (b) MEI > 0.5 (ENSO years), (c) MEI < 0 (all negative years), and (d) MEI <
-0.5 (Non-ENSO years).
During negative ENSO years the east-west circulation cell is present. In contrast to the
positive ENSO years during which the tropical easterly jet and low-level westerlies are weaker,
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the negative ENSO years induces stronger jets which will enhance the zonal components of the
east-west circulation. The presence of this cell indicates that the divergence field is strong, which
contribute to intensity of the subtropical high pressure systems, especially the Arabian high.
With the enhancement of the Arabian high, the pressure gradient will increase the intensity of the
LWME. The vertical motions over East Africa and into the Arabian Peninsula can be seen with a
slight increase in intensity, which is due to the enhancement of the thermal low heating during
negative ENSO years.
3.4 Summary
At 600 mb during August (1979-2010) there exist the Saharan and Arabian highs, African
easterly jet (AEJ) with two embedded local wind maxima in West and East Africa, and easterly
waves over Arabia and Africa easterly waves (AEWs) over Africa. The variability of these
synoptic systems is examined. The highest variability occurs over Central Africa, Eastern Africa,
and the Arabian Peninsula. For all synoptic systems present, positive (negative) ENSO years will
decrease (increase) intensity. For East Africa, the Arabian high’s intensity will either increase or
decrease the intensity of LWME. The LWME will help maintain the propagation of easterly
waves, especially during extreme Non-ENSO years where the westerly jet reaches into the midtroposphere and enhance easterly wave intensity. For the AEJ, the zonal gradient is weaker
during ENSO years compared to that during Non-ENSO years. This zonal gradient is important
in modulating the easterly wave intensity, especially over the Arabian Peninsula. When a strong
zonal gradient is present over the Arabian Peninsula, it can help maintain easterly wave
propagation.
The higher variance in East African and the Arabian Peninsula is explained by the eastwest vertical circulation cell. The presence of this east-west circulation cell provides an indicator
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to the weakening (strengthening) or the Arabian high during positive (negative) ENSO years.
The weak variability of the Saharan high and LWMW is still not fully understood. Further
research can be done for other months and years to see when the Saharan high and LWMW has
the highest variability.
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CHAPTER 4
Formation Mechanism of an African Easterly Wave and Mesoscale Convective System
over East Africa and Arabian Peninsula: A Numerical Case Study
4.1 Statement of Problem
For this study, we will concentrate on the origin of a coupled AEW-MCS in August of
2004 (denoted as A04, hereafter) while taking a similar approach that was used to explain
vorticity generation in Lin et al. (2013). A04’s MCS/convective clusters and A04’s
AEW/vorticity perturbation will be examined to understand the mechanisms that generate these
systems.
4.2 Data and Experiment Design
In order to investigate the formation mechanism of an AEW-MCS system, we need to
find the origins of the pre-AEW vorticity maximum and pre-MCS convective cloud clusters,
their merging, and the propagation of the merged system. For A04, they are identified by
analyzing the data from a collection of datasets. For the analysis of convective cloud clusters,
observational globally gridded satellite (GridSat) data from the National Climatic Data Center
(NCDC) with an 8 km spatial resolution and 180 minute temporal resolution (Knapp et al., 2011)
will be used. The GridSat data serves as reliable observations for cloud clusters and will be
compared with the European Centre Medium-Range Weather Forecast Intermediate (ERA-I)
dataset at 0.75° x 0.75° globally (Dee et al. 2011) every 6 hours. Using the ERA-I data, analysis
will be performed to track both AEWs and convective cloud clusters, and investigate their
regions of geneses. The National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration Climate Prediction
Center’s Famine Early Warning System (NOAA CPC FEWS) is also used to show daily
precipitation associated with A04. The NOAA CPC FEWS data will provide information on that
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produces rainfall and can be compared with the GridSat and ERA-I datasets to help track A04’s
convective cloud clusters.
Once a case study is verified from observational analysis, the Weather Research and
Forecasting (WRF) model version 3.3.1 will be used to simulate the phenomena. The WRF
model is a numerical weather prediction (NWP) and atmospheric simulation system designed for
both research and operational applications (Skamarock 2008). The Advance Weather Research
(ARW) version of the WRF model is a compressible, three-dimensional, nonhydrostatic model
using terrain-following coordinates. The governing equations of ARW are approximated
numerically in flux-form with conserved mass and dry entropy. In this study, the Runge-Kutta
third-order time and fifth and third order advection schemes were chosen for the horizontal and
vertical integrations, respectively. An open (radiative) lateral boundary condition was used in the
north-south direction, a free-slip condition was used for the lower boundary condition, and a
open lateral boundary condition was used in the east-west direction.
Figure 4.1 illustrates the domain used in WRF to simulate A04. The 24 km outer domain
consist of 350 x 180 grid points, 38 vertical levels, and 120 second time steps. The 8 km inner
nested domain consists of 652 x 352 grid points, 38 vertical levels, and 40 time intervals. The
physics options for both domains include: Goddard microphysics (Tao et al. 1989), RRTM
longwave radiation (Mlawer et al. 1997), Duhdia shortwave radiation (Duhdia 1989), MellorYamada-Janjic PBL physics (Janjic 1994), and Betts-Miller-Janjic cumulus parameterization
(Janjic 1994).
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4.3 RESULTS
4.3.1 Analysis from Observations and ERA-I Data
4.3.1.1 Tracking the Convection of A04. A04 was identified by analyzing Hovmoller
diagrams from Gridsat brightness temperature and comparing it with ERA-I cloud cover and
relative vorticity. The idea of this comparison was to identify regions of intense easterly waves
that originated from the Arabian Peninsula (50°E) and propagated into East Africa. Figure 4.2
illustrates A04’s convective cloud cluster that was formed on August 9, 2004 at 06Z [8/9/06Z for
simplicity]. The Gridsat and ERA-I’s cloud cover compares well enough to proceed with the
case study of A04.

Figure 4.1. Geography for Africa (north of 0°) and southern Arabia Peninsula used for WRF
simulations. Labels indicate major geographic features: AS - Asir Mountains, BM - Bongo
Massif, CM - Cameron Highlands, DF - Darfur Mountains, EH - Ethiopian Highlands, HG Hoggar Mountains, JP - Jos Plateau, and TB - Tibesti Mountains. The outer domain of the
simulation is 24 km and the inner domain (red lines) is 8 km resolution.
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In Figure 4.2a, the associated convective cloud clusters for A04 can be seen in both
Gridsat and ERA-I data at 8/9/06Z over the southern Arabian Peninsula. The convective system
propagates over the Asir Mountains at 8/9/18Z and the Ethiopian Highlands at 8/10/06Z where
orographic effects are able to enhance the convection. At 8/10/06Z, there is a noticeable
convective system over the Ethiopian Highlands. The convective system begins to weaken in the
Gridsat at 8/11/06Z, but remains intense in the ERA-I data. Figure 4.2b at 8/11/18Z, the
convective cloud clusters propagate away from the Ethiopian Highlands crossing Sudan at
8/12/06Z to 8/12/18Z. At 8/13/06Z, the Gridsat data shows that the convective system has
entered a dissipation phase and another convective system forms over the Darfur Mountains at
8/13/18Z. The ERA-I data set does not show dissipation of convection at 8/13/06Z, but did
resolve the convective system at 8/13/18Z.
Overall, the ERA-I data compared well with convection from Gridsat, which showed the
propagation of A04’s convective cloud clusters. Maintenance of convection based on satellite
can be attributed to orographic effects from the Asir Mountains, Ethiopian Highlands, and Darfur
Mountains, especially during diurnal cycles.
To further strengthen the confidence of A04 from the ERA-I data being a realistic
feature, the NOAA CPC FEWS daily precipitation is plotted with ERA-I data 600 mb
geopotential heights (Figure 4.3.). On the 8th and 9th of August over the southern Arabian
Peninsula, an inverted trough can be seen with little accumulated precipitation associated with it.
On August 10, the trough is over the Ethiopian Highlands where precipitation accumulation is
increasing. There is a large daily accumulated precipitation flux on August 11 as the trough
begins to strengthen. The trough continues to mature on August 12, but the accumulated
precipitation decreases. This is consistent with the Gridsat data showing a weak convective
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system crossing Sudan at 8/12/06Z and 8/12/18Z in Figure 4.2b. By August 13, closed contours
of geopotential heights at 600 mb located at (7°N, 19°E) indicate that a mature easterly wave is
organizing on the lee side of the Darfur Mountains. It is noteworthy to see during the daily
averages of geopotential height that a subtropical high (Arabian High) over the Arabian
Peninsula is present. The pressure increases per day for the Arabian in which it will also
increase easterly flow on the southern rim of the subtropical anticyclonic zone over southern
Arabia and Easter Africa.
4.3.1.2 Relative Vorticity Analysis Using ERA-I Data. In section 4.3.1.1, A04’s
convective cloud clusters are revealed in the Gridsat and ERA-I total cloud cover data sets.
Difficulty of tracing clouds clusters is due to the diurnal variation of cloud clusters. When the
convective cloud cluster is weak, its cloud tops are not as cold according to brightness
temperature. This suggests a weak phase for the convective cloud clusters, but the associated
vorticity may still be present for easier tracking. Figure 4.4 is the 600 mb relative vorticity field
from the ERA-I data. The band of positive relative vorticity between 5°N and 15°N is the
preferred region of easterly wave propagation. Starting on 8/9/06Z at (14°N, 47°E), there is a
strong local maximum of positive vorticity over the southern Arabian Mountains, but the
convection is weak according to the GridSat and ERA-I analyses at the same time. This vorticity
maximum propagates into the East Africa at 8/10/06Z where it is enhanced by the orographic
effects from the Asir Mountains and Ethiopian Highlands. As the vorticity perturbation
continues to propagate away from the Ethiopian Highlands at 8/10/18Z, it begins to strengthen
and mature.
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Figure 4.2a. Gridsat (left column) brightness temperature versus ERA-I (right column) total
cloud cover (%). Black line denotes track of case study A04 between 8/9/06Z to 8/11/06Z every
12h.
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Figure 4.2b. Gridsat (left column) brightness temperature versus ERA-I (right column) total
cloud cover (%). Black line denotes track of case study A04 between 8/11/18Z to 8/13/18Z
every 12h.
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Figure 4.3. NOAA CPC FEWS daily precipitation (mm) shaded and ERA-I 600 mb daily
geopotential heights (m) in black contours between August 8th and August 13th. Black line
denotes the location of A04.
We will use the vorticity budget to explain the generation of A04’s pre-AEW vorticity
perturbation over the Arabian Peninsula. The vorticity equation in the isobaric coordinates may
be written as (Bluestein 1992):

(

)

̂

̂

(1)

The above equation examines the local rate of change of vorticity from a mechanical perspective.
After analysis of the relative vorticity field, earliest detection of A04’s pre-AEW vorticity
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perturbation was at 8/9/00Z. Magnitudes for local rate of change, horizontal vorticity advection,
vertical advection, and divergence are at an order of 10-10 s-2. The local rate of change of
vorticity shows the evolution of vorticity between 8/8/18Z to 8/9/06Z (Figure 4.5a). Applying
the central differencing in time to approximate the local rate of change yields the detection time
of A04’s pre-AEW vorticity perturbation located at (15°N, 47°E). The positive horizontal
vorticity advection has the highest magnitude between all the terms (Figure 4.5b). Easterly zonal
wind flow will aid advection of relative vorticity, therefore adding to the intensity of the
magnitude of horizontal advection. The positive vorticity advection of A04’s pre-AEW vorticity
perturbation is located at (15°N, 48°E) at 8/9/00Z. The presence of the Asir Mountains induces
vertical advection of vorticity that is generated from the diurnal cycle (Figure 4.5c). The source
of vertical motion is also associated with convection generated from ITCZ heating.
Note that preexisting relative vorticity (ζ) is included in each term of Eq. 1, except the
divergence term

and the friction term. Since f is dependent on the Earth’s rotation, then

convergence and f, i.e. stretching of planetary vorticity may generate vorticity. Figure 4.5d at
8/9/00Z, shows A04’s pre-AEW vorticity perturbation being generated over the Arabian
Peninsula located at (15°N, 48°E). Comparisons are done (not shown) between the magnitudes
of

and

and it was found that

there was no vorticity present, but then the
planetary vorticity stretching. Later, the

had the higher magnitude. In the beginning,
term helps generate relative vorticity by
term comes into play to strengthen the vorticity

generation once the relative vorticity has been generated by the planetary vorticity stretching.
The sources of the vorticity perturbations were attributed to convergence of southeasterly Shamal
winds, which is associated with the Arabian high and the northwesterly Somali jet winds, that is
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associated with the Indian Ocean high (Lin et al. 2013). These interaction increases vorticity
generation until the vorticity is advected by the mean easterly wind flow of the AEJ.

Figure 4.4. ERA-I 600 mb relative vorticity (s-1) and wind vectors between 8/9/06Z to 8/13/18Z
every 12 hours. Red (blue) shade is for positive (negative) vorticity. Black line represents the
track of A04.
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Figure 4.5. ERA-I 600 mb vorticity budget analysis of (a) local rate of change (x10-10 s-2) from
t1 = 8/8/18Z to t2 = 8/9/06Z and, (b) vorticity advection (x10-10 s-2), (c) vertical vorticity
advection (x10-10 s-2), (d) divergence (x10-10 s-2), (e) beta effect (x10-10 s-2), and (f) tilting (x10-11
s-2). Terms in (b) – (f) are calculated at 8/9/00Z. The black circles denote where A04 is located.
The beta effect (Figure 4.5e) shows the drifting planetary vorticity advection. The
meridional gradient of planetary vorticity is high over the Arabian Peninsula in comparison to
East Africa because of the southerly meridional winds over the Arabian Peninsula are strong.
The southerly winds are associated with the Arabian high and Shamal winds. Even though the
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magnitudes of the beta term is the same order of

; the values are

smaller than the respective terms. The titling term (Figure 4.5f) is at an order of 10-11 s-2 and
therefore is negligible in comparisons to the higher ordered terms.
The relative vorticity field and budget analysis of A04’s pre-AEW vorticity perturbation
using the ERA-I data provides realistic details about wave genesis over the Arabian Peninsula. It
was found that A04’s pre-AEW vorticity perturbation was generated around 8/9/00Z and was a
mature AEW at 8/13/18Z. This will be essential for setting up a time interval to simulate A04
using the WRF model.
4.3.2 WRF Results
4.3.2.1 Model Performance and Comparison to ERA-I Data. The WRF simulation uses
the ERA-I data at 9/8/00Z to initialize and is ran until 8/15/00Z, outputted every 3 hours. A
series of experiments are performed to identify possible physics parameterization combinations
that would reproduce A04. Figure 4.6 illustrates the various combinations using daily rainfall
totals and 600 mb geopotential height with the corresponding combinations in Table 3.
The parameterization combinations that over predicted precipitation came from WSM 6
Class, Thompson, Kain-Fritsch, and Grell 3D ensemble (Figure 4.6a-d). The precipitation is a
result from convection being over intensified or producing unrealistic convective processes.
These results does not compare well with Figure 4.3. The Goddard and Lin schemes (Figure
4.6e-h) performed better in terms of precipitation reliability and cumulus schemes were
narrowed down to Betts-Miller-Janic (Figure 4.6g and h). After close inspection and comparison
between physics parameterization combinations, the Goddard microphysics and Betts-MillerJanic cumulus parameterization are used as the control simulation for this case study.
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The calculated relative vorticity magnitudes are stronger in the WRF simulation in
comparison with the ERA-I analyzed field. This is due to increased resolution of 8 km in the
simulation. In Figures 4.7, the WRF simulated 600 mb horizontal wind (Figures 4.7a and b) can
be compared with the ERA-I data (Figure 4.7c and d) to show the intensity difference between
the model and reanalysis data. The x and y components of relative vorticity are ∂u/∂y and ∂v/∂x.
An increase of intensity from either component will intensify the overall relative vorticity. The
most noticeable difference of intensity comes from the simulated zonal wind (Figure 4.7a) versus
the ERA-I zonal wind field (Figure 4.7c). The easterly wind between 9°N and 21°N shows the
existence of the AEJ. Spinks et al. (2014) investigated the AEJ over East Africa and found a
local wind maximum embedded within the AEJ centered at (14°N, 35°E). This local wind
maximum in East Africa (LMWE) is also present in the simulation and ERA-I analyzed field, but
the intensity is significantly different. For the WRF simulated and ERA-I data, the intensity of
the LMWE is 12 to 14 m s-1 and 10 to 12 m s-1, respectively. Westerly wind has a stronger
presence over East Africa centered at (6°N, 20°E) in the simulation versus that in the ERA-I
field. The magnitude of the easterly wind is stronger over the Arabian Peninsula as well.
The reason for the stronger zonal wind speed in the simulation versus the ERA-I data, is
due to stronger geopotential height. The Arabian high can be seen in the WRF simulated and the
ERA-I analyzed fields, which are centered at (21°N, 37°E) and (21°N, 43°E), respectively
(Figures 4.7a and c). The geopotential heights are larger in the WRF simulation for the Arabian
high by about 1000 m and the size of the anticyclone is broader. The increased geopotential
heights, induces a stronger positive meridional geopotential gradient, which then increases the
easterly zonal wind speed that produces stronger relative vorticity over East Africa and the
Arabian Peninsula.
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Figure 4.6. WRF simulated daily precipitation (mm) shaded and 600 mb geopotential height (m)
in black contours for multiple physics schemes. The corresponding combination of physic
schemes can be seen in Table 3.
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Table 3
Physics combinations used to test the performance of the WRF model. Experiment G is used for
the main simulation.

Comparing Figure 4.6 to Figure 4.3, it can be seen how the model performs against the
NOAA CPC FEWS daily precipitation and ERA-I geopotential height. Precipitation is used as a
diagnostic variable to determine the best choice of physical parameterization combinations.
Comparison of meridional wind between the WRF simulated and ERA-I analyzed fields
(Figure 4.7b and d), shows minor difference in wind speed. This means that the relative vorticity
increase mainly comes from the zonal wind component. The northerly winds over the Arabian
Peninsula, which is centered at (20° N, 43° E), is associated with the Arabian high. The
northerly jet located in the southeast Arabian Peninsula is resulted from the northwest-southeast
gradient of the converging Arabian subtropical high and Indian Ocean high.
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Figure 4.7. The 6-day average between 8/9/00Z and 8/15/00Z of WRF simulated 600 mb (a)
zonal wind and (b) meridional wind speed (shaded) superimposed with geopotential height (m)
(contours). Panels (c) and (d) are the same as (a) and (b) except for ERA-I analyzed fields.
The relative vorticity magnitudes are higher in the WRF simulation versus the ERA-I
analyzed fields. Since the WRF simulation also is able to resolve more detailed vorticity
processes in vorticity generation, it provides us more detailed information, which were absent
from the ERA-I data. The next section will discuss the WRF simulated vorticity fields, and
propose three stages of their evolution for the African easterly wave A04.
4.3.2.2 Three Stages of A04: Formation, Merger, and Mature. Vorticity budget
analysis at 600 mb from the 24km WRF simulation will reveal genesis mechanisms that will
explain the origin of A04’s pre-AEW vorticity perturbation. In section 4.3.1.2, budget analysis
was performed using the ERA-I. In section 4.3.2.1, it was explained that the calculated relative
vorticity in the WRF simulation will have a higher magnitude than the vorticity from the ERA-I
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data. In Figure 4.8, the vorticity budget from the simulation uses the same variables as Eq. 1 in
Figure 4.5 from the ERA-I analyzed field. The origin of A04’s pre-AEW vorticity perturbation
was traced to 8/9/00Z, so we used central differencing of time for the local rate of change, where
t1 = 8/8/21Z and t2 = 8/9/03Z. The magnitudes of vorticity show an increase of intensity in
comparison to the local rate of change in the ERA-I analyzed field. A04’s pre-AEW vorticity
perturbation is located at (15°N, 47°E) and the order of the local rate of change is as high at 10-10
s-2. The vorticity advection is the largest between all terms (Figure 4.8b). Positive vorticity
advection is dominant along the southern Arabian Mountains and is enhanced from orographic
effects under the basic easterly wind flow in the mid-troposphere. The increased meridional
zonal gradients of the relative vorticity make the major contribution to the increase of vorticity
advection. It was shown in Figure 4.7, that the meridional wind component has little increase of
magnitude to vorticity, so the meridional vorticity advection component of

is smaller

than the zonal component. Instead, the meridional component is important for cyclonic vorticity
generation from to the interactions of the northerly and southerly winds components converging
at (15°N, 48°E).
The relative vorticity generated by the planetary vorticity stretching associated with the
cyclonic vorticity convergence may be advected downstream zonally (westward) as well as
vertically by upward motion. For A04’s pre-AEW vorticity perturbation, the southern Arabian
Mountains was the source of vertical motion as induced by the diurnal cycle and easterly wind
flow over the mountains. The term

helps advect the relative vorticity generated by the

cyclonic vorticity convergence associated with the interaction of Arabian High and Indian Ocean
High. This enhancement of relative vorticity by vertical advection may be further strengthened
by vorticity stretching associated with the formation of cloud clusters through latent heating.
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Figure 4.8. Vorticity budget analysis of the 24km WRF simulated 600 mb field: (a) local rate of
change (x10-10 s-2) from t1 = 8/8/21Z to t2 = 8/9/03Z, (b) vorticity advection (x10-10 s-2), (c)
vertical vorticity advection (x10-10 s-2), (d) –f and divergence (x10-10 s-2), (e) –ζ and divergence
(x10-10 s-2), (f) beta effect (x10-10 s-2), (g) tilting (x10-11 s-2), and (h) relative vorticity (x10-4 s-1).
Terms (b) – (h) are calculated at 8/9/00Z. The black circles denote the locations of the African
easterly wave A04.
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The divergent term

is the most important factor to explain relative vorticity

generation by the stretching of planetary vorticity from the cyclonic convergence of the highs.
Once relative vorticity is generated, orographic effects from the Arabian Mountains continues
enhancement of vorticity. In Figure 4.8d, A04’s pre-AEW vorticity perturbation is located at
(15°N, 48°E) with strong convergence over the southern Arabian Mountains. The zeta and
convergence term is small because relative vorticity for A04 has not been generated (Figure
4.8e). The magnitudes of the beta (Figure 4.8f) and titling terms (Figure 4.8g) are the smallest
and therefore are not significant to the generation of relative vorticity. Comparing the
magnitudes, the terms

and

are the most significant and clearly shows how

A04’s pre-AEW vorticity perturbation is generated from convergence, the advection of vorticity,
and the local rate of change of vorticity. The diurnal cycle will help induce orographic generated
vorticity along with convergence of the Arabian high northerlies and southerlies from the Indian
Ocean high. The vorticity advection has the highest order and works complementary with the
easterly flow over southern Arabia Peninsula.
Lin et al. (2005) found that there are two modes of the pre-Alberto (2000) MCSs
embedded within the AEW structure: a stationary mode and a propagating mode. The stationary
mode exists over the Ethiopian Highland on a diurnal basis due to sensible heating over the high
terrain. The propagation mode coincides with the propagation and generation of AEWs in the
vicinity of the Ethiopian Highlands. In a later study, Lin et al. (2013) found a stationary mode of
over the southern Arabian Mountains, which was proposed to be the genesis region for the preDebby AEW-MCS precursor. The two stationary modes of vorticity generation over the
Ethiopian Highlands and Arabian Mountains influence the genesis of A04’s pre-AEW vorticity
perturbation.
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Figure 4.9a illustrates the formation and evolution phase of A04’s associated convective
cloud cluster and vorticity from the outgoing long wave radiation (OLR) and relative vorticity
field, respectively. There are two distinct areas of orographic generated lee vorticity and
convection that contribute to the formation of A04. At 8/9/06Z, the vorticity perturbation and
convective cloud cluster at (12°N, 40°E) over the Ethiopian Highlands is a pre-AEW and preMCS (denoted as PAM-1). The vorticity perturbation and convective cloud cluster located at
(15°N, 47°E) over the southern Arabian Peninsula is PAM-2. The pre-AEW system associated
with PAM-2 is generated by cyclonic vorticity convergence from the planetary vorticity
stretching and then enhanced by relative vorticity, while the pre-MCS for both PAM-1 and 2 are
generated by the mountains through diurnal heating. The generation of convective cloud clusters
and vorticity perturbations over the mountains is part of the stationary mode. The biggest
difference between the relative vorticity fields of the 8 km WRF simulation and the ERA-I is that
the simulation resolves more orographic generated vorticities, especially during the diurnal
cycles.
At 8/9/18Z, PAM-1 and PAM-2 are being enhanced by the Ethiopians Highlands and
Asir Mountains, respectively. The convective cloud clusters associated with PAM-1 becomes
better organized, while PAM-2 is propagating into East Africa by 8/10/06Z. At 8/10/18Z, the
two systems are very noticeable by the olr field. PAM-1 is located over South Sudan at (9°N,
30°E) and PAM-2 is located over the Ethiopian Highlands at (14°N, 37°E). After the formation
stage of PAM-1 and PAM-2, the systems propagated at the same speeds of 8.5 m s-1.
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Figure 4.9a. WRF simulated outgoing long wave radiation (OLR; in W s-2) shaded in the left
column and 600 mb relative vorticity (10-4 s-1) shaded in the right column. Time interval is
between 8/9/06Z to 8/10/18Z every 12 h. Line 1 denotes the pre-AEW and pre-MCS (PAM-1)
over the Ethiopian Highlands and line 2 denotes the pre-AEW and pre-MCS (PAM-2) over the
southern Arabian Peninsula.
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The final stage is mature phase (Figure 4.9c). PAM-1 and 2 are now completely merged
together and has become a mature AEW-MCS, known as A04. At 8/13/06Z, A04 can be seen on
the lee of the Darfur Mountains as a well-organized system. The system propagates off to the
west while maintaining as an intense AEW-MCS until it out of the domain at 14/18Z. The
propagation speed of the A04 is 8.5 m s-1.
4.3.2.3 Evolution of the AEJ and Embedded East Local Wind Maximum. During
A04’s evolution across the southern Arabian Peninsula and East Africa, the AEJ played an
important role in maintaining the system’s intensity and integrity. The AEJ has been long
understood to support the growth of AEWs through the barotropic-baroclinc mechanism
(Charney and Stern 1962; Burpee 1972; Rennick 1976; Mass 1979; Thorncroft 1995, Grist et al.
2002). In recent studies, it have been proposed that AEWs are triggered by MCS over the
Darfur Mountains (Berry and Thorncroft 2005; Mekonnen et al. 2006), the Ethiopian Highlands
(Lin et al. 2005), and the southern Arabian/Asir Mountains (Lin et al. 2013). This section
attempts to show the evolution of the AEJ in East Africa and Arabian Peninsula and the growth
of A04 along the jet. The triggering of A04 from MCSs and convergence was already
established in the previous section 4.3.2.2.
As demonstrated in Spinks et al. 2014, the AEJ over northern Africa has an embedded
local wind maximum, namely LWME, in East Africa. The intensity of LWME at near (35°E,
15°N) has an averaged zonal wind speed of -9.81 m s-1 for the month of August. In particular,
the LWME is a contributing factor to the maintenance and propagation of easterly waves over
southern Arabian Peninsula and East Africa.
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Figure 4.9b. WRF simulated outgoing long wave radiation (OLR; in W s-2) shaded in the left
column and 600 mb relative vorticity (10-4 s-1) shaded in the right column. Time interval is
between 8/11/06Z to 8/12/18Z every 12 h.
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Figure 4.9c: WRF simulated outgoing long wave radiation (OLR, in W s-2) shaded in the left
column and 600 mb relative vorticity (10-4 s-1) shaded in the right column. Time interval is
between 8/13/06Z to 8/14/18Z every 12 h.
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By 8/11/06Z, the LWME located at (15°N, 35°E) is in a mature phase with velocities
greater than 16 m s-1 and the Arabian High is centered at (21°N, 35°E). This is also the start of
the merging phase of PAM-1 and PAM-2 in section 4.3.2.2. At 8/12/06Z, the LWME located at
(13°N, 27°E) and the presence of westerly wind centered at (5°N, 25°E) will increase the
meridional zonal gradient and enhance easterly wave development, which can be seen at (8°N,
24°E). By 8/13/06Z, the LWME is coupled with A04 and is in a mature phase while propagating.
As the systems continue to propagate to the west, the LWME is separated from the dominate
influence of the Arabian high and is intercepted by the Saharan high after crossing 20°E.

Figure 4.10. WRF simulated 600 mb zonal wind (shaded every 2 m s-1) and geopotential height
(m) (contours) from 8/9/06Z and 8/14/06Z for every 24 h. The thick black lines denote the
locations of the maximum zonal winds associated with A04.
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The LWME helps maintain A04 from the maximum easterly wind flow induced from the
Arabian high’s meridional geopotential gradient. This component is essential for the survival of
the pre-AEW vorticity perturbation over the Arabian Peninsula and East Africa. The
orographically generated lee vorticities are part of the stationary mode and will need the presence
of easterly wind flow in order to propagate away from the mountains. Once split from the
mountains, the pre-AEW vorticity perturbations are able to grow under the influence of the
LWME. The existence of the westerly wind to the south of the easterly wind will also be a
contributing factor to vorticity maintenance when the zonal gradient is robust.
4.4 Summary and Discussion
A coupled African easterly wave-mesoscale convective system (AEW-MCS) was
examined over the Arabian Peninsula and East Africa in August 2004. The AEW-MCS (denoted
as A04), was identified through satellite brightness temperature and ERA-I total cloud cover.
A04’s convective and vorticity origins was found to be over the southern Arabian Peninsula and
propagated in to East Africa. The vorticity fields analyzed from the ERA-I was then examined
to trace A04’s pre-AEW vorticity perturbation. From origin to the mature stage of A04, the
propagation speed was 7.6 m s-1. The formation of A04’s pre-AEW vorticity perturbation was
on 8/9/00Z located at (15°N, 47°E). A vorticity budget was then performed to investigate the
formation mechanisms from the ERA-I data. It was found that planetary vorticity stretching
associated with cyclonic convergence from the interaction of the Arabian high and Indian Ocean
high, generates the pre-AEW vorticity perturbation associated with A04. While the analysis of
the ERA-I data provides basis for significant findings for the formation mechanism using
vorticity, it does not resolve well the orographic effects and mesoscale processes from the
southern Arabian Mountains and Ethiopian Highlands.
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To search for the origin and find the formation of A04, a numerical simulation using the
WRF model was performed using the ERA-I data as the initial field. Higher resolution results
provided the information needed to explain the origin of A04’s pre-AEW vorticity perturbation,
especially over the mountains. It was found that the higher resolution results produced a stronger
zonal wind flow over East Africa and the Arabian Peninsula, which would directly increase the
magnitudes of the vorticity field. There was also more vorticity generation processes resolved
over the mountains, especially during diurnal cycles. The vorticity budget was performed on the
numerical simulation and the results were as follows:
1) The overall vorticity budget from the numerical simulation increased in magnitude, with the
vorticity advection having the highest order of 10-9 s-2. A04’s pre-AEW vorticity
perturbation is highly influenced from easterly wind flow and the zonal gradient that
increases vorticity intensity.
2) The convergence of planetary vorticity explains the generation of vorticity over the southern
Arabian Peninsula. The Arabian high produces northeasterly wind over Arabia and the
Indian Ocean high produces southwesterly wind. When these highs begin to converge,
cyclonic vorticity is generated over the southern Arabian Peninsula, particularly during
diurnal cycles when lee vorticities are produced from orographic effects.
A04 went through 3 phases: formation, merging, and mature. Two pre-AEW and preMCS systems were associated with the formation stage, which one was over the Ethiopian
Highlands (PAM-1) and the other over the southern Arabian Mountains (PAM-2) at 8/9/06Z.
These areas are part of the stationary mode of lee generated vorticity and convective generation
from the diurnal cycle. Once generated, the systems propagate away from their respected
mountain region. During the merging phase starting at 8/11/06Z, PAM-1 begins to slow down as
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it nears the Darfur Mountains while PAM-2 continues to propagate at a constant speed of 8.5 m
s-1 over the Ethiopian Highlands and into Sudan. At 8/13/06Z, PAM-1 and PAM-2 have merged
together over the Darfur Mountains and formed into a mature AEW-MCS system, which is
known as A04 throughout this case study. The diurnal cycle and convective cloud burst over the
next 12 h enhances the systems as it continues to propagate to the west.
The eastern local wind maximum (LWME) of the Africa easterly jet was also investigated
to show how A04’s PAM-2 is maintained by easterly wind flow. As PAM-2 propagates to the
west, the easterly wind flow also increases under the influence of the Arabian high. The high
pressure system induces a strong meridional geopotential gradient that will increase easterly
wind on the southern rim of the high. Once over Sudan, the LWME is mature and the presence
of westerly wind south of the easterly wind flow will produce a stronger zonal gradient. Over
Sudan is when PAM-1 and PAM-2 began to merge. Once A04 is mature and propagate to the
west of the Darfur Mountains, the LWME will be intercepted by the influence of the Saharan
high.
This research investigated the formation of an AEW-MCS system, while neglecting
potential vorticity and potential temperature analysis. Analysis performed in this study was from
a mechanical perspective, which the main concern was the generation of vorticity over the
southern Arabian Peninsula due to convergence. The mechanical mechanism has been
established, but more work will be needed to investigate A04’s effects from heating and the
creation and destruction of potential vorticity. This will also provide more information on
adiabatic processes that aids in the development of convection of East African and southern
Arabian Peninsula.
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CHAPTER 5
Conclusions
The African Easterly Jet was analyzed for the month of August between 1976 and 2010
as well as 2006 as a case study to demonstrate a second maximum core located in East Africa
centered around (15oN, 35oE). Once this maximum was identified, there was a series of
examinations that explained the dynamical interactions of the LWME and the East African
synoptic circulations. The LWME is located south of the Arabian high much like the LWMW
located south of the Saharan high. The increased intensity of the LWMs associated with AEJ is
due to the maximum meridional geopotential gradient from the Saharan and Arabian highs,
which causes the AEJ to be mainly geostrophic. From the east-west circulation, there were two
distinct divergence flows in the mid-levels that were over Africa and the Arabian Peninsula. The
upward vertical motion is associated with the ITF heating in which the Saharan and the Arabian
thermal lows are located. The rising of warm air converges with the sinking cooler air forming
divergence centers over Africa and the Arabian Peninsula. This differential heating from the
divergent centers help maintain the anticyclones. The formation and evolution of the Arabian
high begins in March reaching peak intensity in May, August, and October and the LWME is at
maximum intensity during August.
At 600 mb during August (1979-2010) there exist the Saharan and Arabian highs, African
easterly jet (AEJ) with two embedded local wind maxima in West and East Africa, and easterly
waves over Arabia and Africa easterly waves (AEWs) over Africa. The highest variability
occurs over Central Africa, Eastern Africa, and the Arabian Peninsula. For all synoptic systems
present, positive (negative) ENSO years will decrease (increase) intensity. For East Africa, the
Arabian high’s intensity will either increase or decrease the intensity of LWME. The LWME will
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help maintain the propagation of easterly waves, especially during extreme Non-ENSO years
where the westerly jet reaches into the mid-troposphere and enhance easterly wave intensity. For
the AEJ, the zonal gradient is weaker during ENSO years compared to that during Non-ENSO
years. This zonal gradient is important in modulating the easterly wave intensity, especially over
the Arabian Peninsula. When a strong zonal gradient is present over the Arabian Peninsula, it can
help maintain easterly wave propagation.
A coupled African easterly wave-mesoscale convective system (AEW-MCS) was
examined over the Arabian Peninsula and East Africa in August 2004. It was found that
planetary vorticity stretching associated with cyclonic convergence from the interaction of the
Arabian high and Indian Ocean high, generates the pre-AEW relative vorticity perturbation
associated with A04. While the analysis of the ERA-I data provides basis for significant findings
for the formation mechanism using vorticity, it does not resolve well the orographic effects and
mesoscale processes from the southern Arabian Mountains and Ethiopian Highlands.
Higher resolution results provided the information needed to explain the origin of A04’s
vorticity perturbation, especially over the mountains. It was found that the higher resolution
results produced a stronger zonal wind flow over East Africa and the Arabian Peninsula, which
would directly increase the magnitudes of the vorticity field. There was also more vorticity
generation processes resolved over the mountains, especially during diurnal cycles. The vorticity
budget was performed on the numerical simulation and the results were as follows:
1) The overall vorticity budget from the numerical simulation increased in magnitude, with the
vorticity advection having the highest order of 10-9 s-2. A04’s vorticity perturbation is highly
influenced from easterly wind flow and the zonal gradient that increases vorticity intensity.
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2) The convergence of planetary vorticity explains the generation of vorticity over the southern
Arabian Peninsula. The Arabian high produces northeasterly wind over Arabia and the
Indian Ocean high produces southwesterly wind. When these highs begin to converge,
cyclonic vorticity is generated over the southern Arabian Peninsula, particularly during
diurnal cycles when lee vorticities are produced from orographic effects.
A04 went through 3 phases: formation, merging, and mature. Two pre-AEW and preMCS systems were associated with the formation stage, which one was over the Ethiopian
Highlands (PAM-1) and the other over the southern Arabian Mountains (PAM-2) at 9/06Z.
These areas are part of the stationary mode of lee generated vorticity and convective generation
from the diurnal cycle. Once generated, the systems propagate away from their respected
mountain region.
The eastern local wind maximum (LWME) of the Africa easterly jet was also investigated
to show how A04’s PAM-2 is maintained by easterly wind flow. As PAM-2 propagates to the
west, the easterly wind flow also increases under the influence of the Arabian high. The high
pressure system induces a strong meridional geopotential gradient that will increase easterly
wind on the southern rim of the high. Once over Sudan, the LWME is mature and the presence
of westerly wind south of the easterly wind flow will produce a stronger zonal gradient. Over
Sudan is when PAM-1 and PAM-2 began to merge. Once A04 is mature and propagate to the
west of the Darfur Mountains, the LWME will be intercepted by the influence of the Saharan
high.
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